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Comment
With all the talk of Olympic
villages and London 2012, it is
tempting to become too focused on
the event and forget that we have
similar opportunities to build
exciting, efficient and profitable
developments elsewhere in the UK.
Those of you who have visited
BSRIA recently may have recognised
how awful Bracknell town centre has
become - a 1960’s time warp of
unloved buildings stuck in a
windswept concrete desert. You can
imagine that we are delighted that

Andrew Eastwell

Bracknell town centre is to undergo a
£750 million renaissance of its leisure,
housing and business facilities.
As with the Olympic build, the
Bracknell redevelopment also has high
ambitions to be carbon efficient and
sustainable. In this way Bracknell and
the Olympic village share a common
need: early input to the design process
from the specialist engineering sector
to make sure we get the last ounce of
performance from the completed
structures. We don’t just owe this to
our athletes, we owe it to our children.
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Facilities management survey
39%

Building bridges David Bleicher reveals the results of an
industry survey into what facilities managers really want
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Down to the wire Lone Hansen reports on the ups and
downs of the world cabling market
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Technical answers
Pools and schools Stephen Loyd answers your questions on
evaporation loads and kitchen hoods
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